Employee Information

- The STAR Pass entitles you to unlimited fare-free rides on any Mason Transit and Grays Harbor Transit bus, including dial-a-lift service. It may be used for any personal or work-related travel purpose.

- The pass is available to any Washington State employee who expresses intent to commute to his or her assigned state worksite using a public transit system currently participating in the STAR pass program.

- Your state-issued ID badge becomes your pass once the STAR Pass sticker is affixed to it. If you don’t have a state-issued ID badge, you can request one through your STAR Pass coordinator.

- The STAR Pass is valid only for the person whose picture appears on the card and may not be transferred to any other person, including family members.

- You must show your STAR Pass card to the driver each time you board a bus.

- Your STAR Pass will be valid through at least June 30, 2022; or until you leave state government or transfer to another agency and/or county.

- If you leave state government or if you transfer to another agency or county, you must return your STAR Pass to your STAR Pass coordinator, or you could be assessed a fee equal to the monthly amount of a pass for every month remaining in the biennium (through June 30, 2022).

- If you transfer to another state agency within Grays Harbor or Mason counties, you can request a new STAR Pass from your new agency.

- If your STAR Pass card is lost or stolen, report it immediately to your STAR Pass coordinator.

For route and trip planning information please visit the transit websites:

- Mason Transit
- Grays Harbor Transit

For information or questions about the STAR Pass, send an email.

State Agency Rider (STAR) Pass
www.ctr.wa.gov/employees/starpass.htm Mail Stop 47387
Olympia WA 98504 ● (360) 709-8088
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